Location-based information for

Health

Mobility

Climate

Leisure
Is your organisation struggling to showcase or manage internal and external data streams?

At Nazka Mapps we transform your (geo-)data into smart, automated and interactive maps. We enclose your data through enriched location-based services (API’s). All your data becomes visible at one glance.

**Our mapps**
- very performant and user-friendly web-based applications
- easily manageable and implementable (API-centric)
- hide complexity of the data and bring forward only the needed information & insights

**nazka**
- a dedicated team of data scientists, full stack web developers, engineers and designers
- strong background in Remote Sensing, (open) data processing and GIS
- flexible, innovative and hands-on

*We are focused on mapps that matter, adding value to society.*

www.nazka.be
located in Belgium, Leuven | Mechelen
info@nazka.be